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Abstract. Agents need to be able to adapt to the dynamic nature of the
environments in which they operate. Automated adaptation is an option that is
only feasible if enough structure is provided. This paper describes a component-
based structure within which dependencies between components are made
explicit. An example of a simple web-page analysis agent is used to illustrate
the structuring principles and elements.

1. Introduction

Agents typically operate in dynamic environments. Agents come and go, objects and
services appear and disappear, and cultures and conventions change. Whenever an
environment of an agent changes to the extent that an agent is unable to cope with
(parts of) the environment, an agent needs to adapt. Changes in the social environment
of an agent, for example, may require new agent communication languages, or new
protocols for auctions. In some cases an agent may be able to detect gaps in its
abilities; but not be able to fill these gaps on its own (with, e.g., its own built-in
learning and adaptation mechanisms).

Adaptive agents are a current focus of research (e.g., see this book), but opinions on
what 'adaptation' constitutes differ. Sometimes reactive behaviour of an agent is
dubbed 'adaptive behaviour' [1] where an agent is, e.g., capable of abandoning a
previous goal or plan and adopting a new goal or plan that fits its current situation
better. In this paper, adaptation of an agent is used to refer to "structural" changes of
an agent, including knowledge and facts available to an agent. External assistance may
be needed to perform the necessary modifications, e.g. by an agent factory [2].

An adaptation process has a scope: a scope defines the extent to which parts of an
agent are adapted. Research on agent adaptation can be categorised by distinguishing
three specific scopes: adaptation of knowledge and facts; adaptation of the language
with which an agent's interface to the outside world is expressed (e.g., dependency on
agent platform), and adaptation of an agent's functionality.
• Research on adaptation of knowledge and facts of an agent is usually based on

(machine) learning, e.g. [3]. Example applications include personification: an agent
maintains and adapts a profile of its (human) clients, e.g. [4], [5] and [6], co-



ordination in multi-agent systems, e.g. [7] and [8], and situated learning for agents,
e.g. [9].

• Research on adaptation of the interface of an agent is usually concerned with
adapting the agent’s interface to the (current) agent platform, e.g. see [10], [11].

• Research on adapting an agent’s functionality is not commonly available. Agent
creation tools are usually semi-automatic, providing a basis for developing an
automated tool for agent adaptation, e.g. see AGENTBUILDER [12],
D’AGENTS/AGENTTCL [13], ZEUS [14], and PARADE [15]. Computer assisted
software engineering tools are usually not focussed on agents, and are less
concerned with ’adaptivity’; see the discussion in Section 4 for a more detailed
comparison.

The approach taken in this paper focuses on automated adaptation of an agent’s
functionality by means of an agent factory. An agent factory is an external service that
adapts agents, on the basis of a well-structured description of the software agent. Our
hypothesis is that structuring an agent makes it possible to reason about an agent’s
functionality on the basis of its blueprint (that includes information about its
configuration). This ability makes it possible to identify specific needs for change,
defining the necessary input required to automatically reconfigure an agent. This
approach is much akin to the knowledge-level approach to system design [16] in
which the knowledge-level is distinguished from the symbol level. The agent factory
presented in this paper relies on a component-based agent architecture described in
Section 2. An example of the use of these component-based structures by (automated)
adaptation of a simple web-page analysis agent is shown in Section 3. Section 4
discusses results of this approach.

2. Structure of Agents

The structure of an agent proposed in this paper is based on general software
engineering, knowledge engineering and agent technology principles. Section 2.1
briefly discusses these principles. Section 2.2 describes the structuring principles used
in this paper. The result is illustrated for a simple web analysis agent introduced in
Section 2.3.

2.1 Structuring principles

Intelligent agents are autonomous software programs that exhibit social, co-operative,
and intelligent behaviour in distributed environments [17]. Modelling and
implementing 'intelligent' agents are not only studied in Software Engineering, but
also in Knowledge Engineering and Agent Research. Each of these research
disciplines imposes its own structuring principles, often adopting principles of other
research disciplines.

In software engineering functional programming, e.g. [18], object-oriented
programming, e.g. [19], and component-based programming, e.g. [20], [21] have a



concept of compositionality. The compositional structure in functional programming
and component-based programming is based on processes and functions. The concept
of compositionality in object oriented programming is that of objects that encapsulate
data and methods. Each approach has its own merits, depending on characteristics of
the domain for which a software system is designed. Re-use and maintenance are
important aspects of all approaches (see e.g. [22]). All require a means to specify and
retrieve appropriate software components [23]: by means of e.g. design patterns [24],
annotation of software components [25], and annotation of web-services [26].

In knowledge engineering, common structuring principles have a process-oriented
focus, in which the (problem solving / reasoning) processes are explicitly modelled
and controlled, e.g. by approaches related to COMMONKADS [27] and DESIRE [28].
Methodologies including reasoning patterns and generic task models have been
defined, facilitating re-use and maintenance.

In intelligent agent research a wide variety of approaches are employed. Most
common seem to be process (or task) oriented approaches, for which general agent
models are defined, e.g. by INTERRAP [29], ZEUS [14], and DESIRE [28] An example
of a common model is the BDI architecture, proposed by [30].

Each of the approaches described above employs a notion of compositionality and
defines generic models or patterns. Reuse and maintenance are recognised as
important endeavours, but as such, not often formalised nor automated. Current
research on brokering for web-services focuses on annotations of services (roughly
stated: software components). Annotations make architectural assumptions explicit,
including assumptions about the nature of the components, the nature of the
connectors, the global architectural structure, and the construction process [31].

2.2 Agent Structuring Approach

For automated agent adaptation, an agent structuring approach is needed which
facilitates reuse of existing components of an agent. This implies explication of not
only the structure of reusable parts, but also the semantics, including assumptions and
behaviour.

The component-based approach proposed in this paper distinguishes components
and data types (akin to data formats) [32] incorporating process-oriented and object-
oriented approaches. Where process-oriented modelling apporaches distinguish
processes and information exchange explicitly, object-oriented approaches encapsulate
data and methods in objects. In the approach proposed in this paper components are
the ’active’ parts of an agent (akin to processes), and data types are the ’passive’ parts
of an agent (akin to classes). This approach combines process-oriented and object-
oriented approaches, building on knowledge-engineering and software-engineering
research results.

Components have an interface, describing their input and output data types, and
slots within which component configuration is regulated. Data types represent types of
data, and may have their own slots with which data type configuration is regulated.
Slots define their interface and that which is expected from the component or data type



that is to be inserted. The addition of slots makes components not "black boxes", but
"grey boxes"; components can thus be partial specifications. De Bruijn and van Vliet
[33] even argue that for reuse a "black box" approach to components in component-
based development is a dead end. The concept of slots helps defining the ‘static’
structure or architecture of an agent. Components and data types need to be matched
to slots, determining, as a result, matches between, e.g., (replaceable) software
components [34].

Co-ordination patterns and ontologies are distinguished to annotate configurations
of components and data types. Annotations are essential for automation of the agent
adaptation process. A co-ordination pattern is a temporal specification (e.g., see [28])
defining temporal relations and dependencies between processes, when used within a
specific task. A co-ordination pattern describes the flow of control and information for
group of components in the context of a specific task. An ontology describes the
concepts and relations between concepts. Co-ordination patterns and ontologies may
themselves be composed and are ultimately related to (annotations of) components and
data types.

2.3 An example

To illustrate the role of structure in our approach a web-analyser agent is introduced;
an agent that analyses websites for relevance, on demand. Given a URL of a website
and a term, a web analyser agent determines the relevance of the website with regard
to the given term. The agent uses simple analysis techniques: it counts the number of
occurrences of the term on the pages at the given location. Three components of the
agent are described to illustrate the agent's functionality and component configuration.

The web-analyser agent's major structuring component is the generic-agent-model

component [28]. The generic-agent-model component models an agent that can reason
about its own processes, interact with and maintain information about other agents,
interact with and maintain information about the external world, co-operate with other
agents, and performs its own specific tasks. Figure 1 shows the compositional
structure of the generic-agent-model component and its seven component slots. For each
slot, the name of the component inserted into the slot is given.



generic-agent-model

beliefs-desires-intentions-
commitments-handling

own-process-
coordination-slot

cooperation-management-
by-project-management

cooperation-
management-slot

default-agent-
communication-management

agent-interaction-
management-slot

default-agent-information-
storage-and-retrieval

maintenance-of-
agent-information-slot

default-world-interaction-
management

world-interaction-
management-slot

default-world-information-
storage-and-retrieval

maintenance-of-world-
information-slot

web-page-analysis
agent-specific-task-

slot

Figure 1. The generic-agent model structure for the simple web analyser agent at conceptual
level.

The further structure of the conceptual component web-page-analysis inserted in the
agent-specific-task-slot of the conceptual generic-agent-model component is shown in
Figure 2.

web-page-analysis

pages-to-be-analysed-
determination

page-selection-slot

page-ranking-by-search-
term

page-analysis-slot

Figure 2. The structure of the web-page-analysis component at conceptual level.

The generic agent model can be used to structure both the conceptual and operational
description of an agent. At operational level the components within the web-page-

analysis component differ from the components in the conceptual description, as shown
in Figure 3. The conceptual page-ranking-by-search-term component is implemented by
the operational component configuration of the operational two-set-enumerator and
count-substring-in-string components.

A rationale for this operational configuration is that a set of webpages needs to be
ranked for one search term. The actual analysis process consists of counting the
number of occurrences of the search term in a web page by simply counting the
number of occurrences of a (small) string in another (larger) string, i.e. a web page.



web-page-analysis

get-pagespage-selection-slot

two-set-enumeratorpage-analysis-slot

count-substring-in-stringtuple-operation-slot

Figure 3. Structure of the web-page-analysis component at operational level.

Co-ordination patterns are used to verify whether the configuration of components and
data types exhibits the required behaviour, in this case receiving requests for web
analysis, performing requested web analysis, and returning results. A high-level co-
ordination pattern for multiple job execution is applicable; a "job" is a "request for web
analysis". In this specific case, a simple sequential job execution pattern suffices. This
co-ordination pattern is shown in pseudo-code below: "tasks" are ordered in time, and
need to be performed by the configuration proposed.

(1) collect jobs in job list
(2) select a job
(3) perform current selected job
(4) remove current selected job from job lists
(5) go to (1)

The tasks shown in the co-ordination pattern may be directly mapped onto
components, but this is not necessarily the case. Some of the tasks may involve a
number of components. For example, the first task, collect jobs in job list involves, from
the perspective of the generic-agent-model component, components in two of its ’slots’:
agent-interaction-management for receiving web-analysis requests, and maintenance-of-

agent-information for storing web-analysis requests. Another co-ordination pattern,
collect items in existing item list, is needed to specify this task more precisely. These tasks
can be mapped directly onto the above mentioned components.

(1a) obtain item
(1b) add obtained items to item list

3. Adapting Structured Agents

This section describes how agents with a compositional structure as described in the
previous section can be adapted. Section 3.1 introduces the adaptation process of the
agent factory, and Section 3.2 describes the results of adapting a simple web-page
analysis agent.

3.1 Adaptation in an Agent Factory

Agents are constructed from components and data types by an automated agent factory
[2]. Adapting an agent entails adapting the configuration of its components and data
types. Whether the need for servicing is detected by an agent itself, or by another



agent (automated or human) is irrelevant in the context of this paper. The agent
factory is based on three underlying assumptions: (1) agents have a compositional
structure with reusable parts, (2) two levels of conceptualisation are used: conceptual
and operational, (3) re-usable parts can be annotated and knowledge about annotations
is available.

An agent factory, capable of automatically building and adapting an agent,
combines knowledge of its domain (i.e., adapting intelligent agents), its process (i.e.,
adaptation processes), and the combination of these (i.e., adapting intelligent agents).
Needs for adaptation are qualified to express preference relations among needs, and
refer to properties of an agent. Needs may change during the adaptation process, e.g.
conflicting needs may be removed.

An adaptation process starts with a blueprint of an agent, and results in a (modified)
blueprint of the agent; a process similar to re-design processes. In re-design, an initial
artefact is modified according to new, additional, requirements. An existing model of
re-design [35] has been used to model the adaptation process. Models and systems for
re-design make use of the structure of their artefacts, the same holds for the adaptation
process. Strategic knowledge is required to ’guide’ the adaptation process, both in
deciding which goals to pursue and how to tackle a goal; goals take the form of
adaptation foci. An adaptation focus consists of the following categories of elements
of the agent:
– needs that are taken into account: e.g. needs that relate to a specific facet (task or

function, data, behaviour) of part of the agent,
– levels of conceptualisation
– components
– data types
– co-ordination patterns and their mappings
– ontologies and their mappings
– annotations

The component-based adaptation approach presented in this paper is similar to
design-as-configuration, e.g., as described in [8], which focuses on constructing a
satisfactory configuration of elements on the basis of a given set of requirements (also
named: constraints). Examples of design-as-configuration are described in COMMON-
KADS [27] and an analysis of elevator configuration systems [36].

 3.2 Adaptation Results

Assume in the example introduced in Section 2.2 that the owner of the web analyser
agent has decided that she wants to be able to acquire a higher level of service for
those sites for which she is known to be a preferred client (and the standard quality of
service for those sites for which this is not the case). The (new) requirements for the
web-analyser agent are that:
– the agent shall have two levels of quality of service for assessing relevance of web

pages;



– the agent shall employ other analysis methods in addition to its analysis based on a
single search term: analysis involving synonyms is a better quality of service than
analysis involving a single search term;

– the agent shall maintain a list of those sites for which its client is a preferred client;
– the agent shall be informed about a site’ s preferred clients;
– a co-ordination pattern shall relate a client's request to a preferred quality of

service.
The resulting blueprint is described in this section by focusing on the changes within
the conceptual agent-specific-task component, the most constrained component of the
agent. Other components and data types are not shown in this description.

In one of the libraries of components and data types, an alternative web-page-analysis

component is found which has a slot for query expansion, shown in Figure 4. The
alternative quality of service for web-page analysis consists of expanding a search
term into a set of synonyms with which web-pages are analysed. The slots of this
component can be filled with components used in the original web-page-analysis

component. One new component needs to be found, to ‘expand a search term. A
component that uses a synonym database qualifies, and is used.

extended-web-
page-analysis

pages-to-be-analysed-
determination

page-selection-slot

synonym-determinationquery-expansion-slot

page-ranking-by-
multiple-search-terms

page-analysis-slot

Figure 4. Component extended-web-page-analysis at conceptual level.

 This extended-web-page-analysis component is parameterised, i.e., the level of query
expansion can be specified explicitly. This property makes it possible to provide both
required qualities of service: one quality of service with extended query expansion, the
other quality of service with no query expansion at all. The existing web-page-analysis
component can be replaced by the extended-web-page-analysis component. An
additional component is needed to determine the applicable quality of service, as
shown in Figure 5.

method-determination

method-
determination-slot

subtask-slot

Figure 5. Component method deliberation at conceptual level.

The resulting component configuration within agent-specific-task is shown in Figure
6.



generic-agent-model

agent-
specific-
task-slot

…

quality-of-service
determination

method-determination

method-
determination-slot

subtask-slot
extended-web-
page-analysis

pages-to-be-analysed-
determination

page-selection-slot

synonym-determinationquery-expansion-slot

page-ranking-by-
multiple-search-terms

page-analysis-slot

Figure 6. The agent-specific-task-slot contains a conceptual component for selecting a quality of
service of web-page analysis.

The same high-level co-ordination pattern is used as described in Section 2.2, however
the third task, perform current selected job, has been replaced by a different (sub)co-
ordination pattern which involves the choice of a specific quality of service. This co-
ordination pattern is shown below:

(3a) prepare for current job
(3b) plan work for current job
(3c) perform planned work for current job
(3d) finish current job

The main change is in the presence of the second sub-task, plan work for current job,
which is related to the method_determination component. The changes in the operational
configuration of components and data types for the resulting agent, are comparable to
those needed for the conceptual configuration of components and data types.

4. Discussion

Agents can be adapted by services such as an agent factory. Automated adaptation of
software agents is a configuration-based process requiring explicit knowledge of
strategies to define and manipulate adaptation foci. Automated agent adaptation
becomes feasible when the artefact is structured, as demonstrated in a number of
prototypes. A compositional approach is taken to structure the agent: components and
data-types can be configured to form an agent, together with co-ordination patterns
and ontologies which describe the agent’s behaviour and semantics. A simple web-
page analysis agent has been used to illustrate the agent structuring and adaptation
process needed to adapt an agent’ s functionality.

An example of the use of an agent factory for the adaptation of the external
interface of an agent (a less complex endeavour) is described in [11]. For agents that
migrate in an open, heterogeneous environment generative migration minimally
entails adapting an agent's wrapper. It may, however, also involve rebuilding an agent
with different operational components and data types (e.g., in a different code base).
Four different scenario’ s for generative migration have been distinguished:



homogeneous, cross-platform, agent-regeneration, and heterogeneous migration.
Migration is categorised with respect to combinations of variation of (virtual)
machines and agent platforms.

The proposed structuring of agents presented in this paper is similar to other work,
in the eighties, in which an automated software design assistant is developed [37]. To
facilitate automated derivation of a structural design from a logical model of a system,
a modular structure was assumed, with the explicit property that independent modules
are clearly understood, together with explicit, dependencies between modules. In their
approach, a logical description of processes is modularised. This technique has shown
to be useful, on the one hand, for grouping functionality and tasks into components
and co-ordination patterns, and on the other hand for grouping needs for adaptation.

The Programmer’s Apprentice [38], from the same period, aims to provide
intelligent assistance in all phases of the programming task: an interactive tool that
may alleviate a programmer of routine tasks. By using 'clichés', patterns of code, the
system can 'understand' parts of code. This work is not based on components, but on
individual programming statements, which is a major difference with our work. A
number of the processes involved in the Programmer's Apprentice are of relevance to
the adaptation process. A related semi-automated approach, KIDS [39], derives
programs from formal specifications. In this approach users interactively transform a
formal specification into an implementation; this is mainly used for algorithm design.
The principles apply to our approach for, e.g., adapting an operational configuration of
components and data types on the basis of an already adapted conceptual configuration
of components and data types.

The adaptation approach taken in this paper is similar to approaches such as IBROW

[40]. IBROW supports semi-automatic configuration of intelligent problem solvers.
Their building blocks are ’ reusable components’ , which are not statically configured,
but dynamically ’ linked’  together by modelling each building block as a CORBA object.
The CORBA-object provides a wrapper for the actual implementation of a reusable
component. A Unified Problem-solving method development language UPML [41] has
been proposed for the conceptual modelling of the building blocks. Our approach
differs in a number of aspects, which include: no commitments to specific conceptual
or operational languages and frameworks, two levels of conceptualisation, and the
process of (re-)configuration is a completely automated (re-)design process.

The design of an agent within the agent factory is based on configuration of
components and data types. Components and data types may include cases and partial
(agent) designs (cf. generic models / design patterns). This approach is related to
design patterns (e.g., [24], [42], [43]) and libraries of software with specific
functionality (e.g., problem-solving models, e.g. [27], or generic task models, e.g.
[28]). The adaptation process uses strategic knowledge to explore the design space of
possible configurations with the aim of satisfying the needs for adaptation. Alternative
approaches may expand all configurations of (some) components and data types, when
insufficient knowledge on their (non)functional properties is available [44].

Module Interconnection Languages [45] explicitly structure interfaces and relations
between components, providing a basis for matching descriptions of components and



slots [34]. Approaches for semantic web and annotation of web services play an
important role in representing and reasoning about annotations [26].

The QUASAR project focuses on (semi-)automation of generation and provision of
implementations of software architectures. A reference architecture is derived based
on functional requirements, after which modifications are made for non-functional
requirements. Their approach is based on top-down software architecture
decomposition, where choices are based on Feature-Solution graphs, which link
requirements to design solutions [46], [47].

Future research focuses on augmenting our prototype and analysing annotations in
the context of semantic web research.
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